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FREE CONSCIENCES 

 

We are CONSCIENCESNESS, we are immortal, consciousness CREATES. 

Imagine that CONSCIOUSNESS is the projector at the cinema, the film 

projected and also the cinema hall itself. Consciousness creates, projects 

what each of us calls our REALITY. For some, their reality is beautiful, for 

others it is a nightmare... 

Consciousness is the energy that cannot be created or destroyed, it exists, 

it can only be transferred. Consciousness is directly connected to God, it 

was created by Him and therefore has the ability in turn to "create" - 

project, materialize. 

A consciousness is FREE when it is in TOTAL control of what it creates, of 

what it projects on the screen of life, otherwise it runs a program, and it is 

asleep. 

 

According to epigenetics we are controlled by genes like a computer 

program is controlled by codes. This is only true for people who have never 

had a SPIRITUAL AWAKENING, have never sought “the truth” and have 

never worked on themselves. This is propaganda based on Darwinism. Our 

genes are the basis of our expression. But they do not indicate our destiny, 

if we change the state of Consciousness, from sleeping consciousness we 

become awakened and then awake, in control of our life here, we can 

almost entirely change the destiny of our life. When we modify the state of 

awareness we re-write the codes of our DNA and the manifestation of our 

life is expressed based on what we consciously want... we are no longer at 

the mercy of genes or destiny. 
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To change your state of consciousness, go from sleeping CONSCIOUSNESS 

(victim of circumstances) to the state of FREE CONSCIOUSNESS you need 

to deprogram yourself. 

Have you ever wondered why death and the idea of dying are so promoted 

in our world? By the end of this book you will understand why I call this 

world a simulation. 

 

- statues of "dead" people are found everywhere; 

- pyramids they say that the pharaohs were buried there and where 

everyone worshiped the pharaoh (sic); 

- cemeteries located in cities, near schools and kindergartens (where 

children are vaccinated with 10 doses), 

- religion only talks about death, and that real life is actually after death. 

When the body dies it is buried with honors, as the man was not honored 

even in life. We live our entire lives preparing for death. On TV there is only 

news of deaths and misfortunes that lead to death such as: deadly viruses; 

falling asteroids that will destroy earth; movies about vampires, zombies, 

disasters, etc… 

Why do they need to plan so much and hammer with this DEATH? 

Because we ARE ETERNAL BEINGS. 

 

When the idea of "death" is foreign to CONSCIOUSNESS - because there is 

no such thing - it must be continually programmed to BELIEVE that such 

a thing exists. 

If you didn't see yourself in the mirror at all, you wouldn't even perceive 

that this body is you. In the movie Hypersleep (an Italian film) - the 

protagonist thinks he’s young, since that's how he saw himself last time he 

looked in the mirror - and when he looks in the mirror at the age of 80 he 

doesn't recognize the old man in the mirror, he doesn't know it's him, it's 

normal. If you never looked at yourself in the mirror, and after 30 years 

you saw many people in the mirror (and you there) you wouldn't even know 
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who you are, because you would NOT identify at all with the body, with 

that image. 

I had a big accident when I was 10 years old, I was about to be crushed by 

a truck that overturned together with us students (there were many of us). 

For years I dreamed that cars were coming towards me or that I was 

driving the car directly into a wall, until I got myself under control and in 

the dream I let the car pass me and I burst out laughing. Seeing that it 

didn't do anything to me, I realized what HOLOGRAM means. 🚗 

I realized that it's ALL A SIMULATION (a hologram) night and day - 

especially dreams are often sent to make you FEAR and keep you in a BAD 

MOOD - LOW VIBRATION, in a contracted state of ANXIETY. 

We are all connected to a source, like light bulbs. 

When there is the simulation, there is also the source to which the 

simulation is connected. 

Now on the internet there is deception everywhere = SIMULATIONS, if you 

see a video on the internet IT DOESN'T MEAN THAT IN REALITY that thing 

happened, many politicians, reporters, journalists, footballers, VIPs are 

BOTS holograms in videos and on TV... 

Read these pages to the end, you will have a lot of resistance and overcome 

doubts, don't worry if at the beginning you don't understand much, you 

need to activate your non-linear thinking in images. 

THE SOLUTION 

❄️Any pyramid collapses if you deprive it of its foundations. 

The pyramid system can easily be crumbled: you just need to understand 

that the power is in your hands, not in the hands of the few at the top. 

The fake power of those at the top, in reality, is based on the decisions and 

actions of the masses, who constitute the foundations. First of all, the 

masses need to stop filling their bellies with junk food, and to stop letting 

junk information enter their minds; when we reach this point then a 

planetary awakening will occur, but for the moment the awakening occurs 

in waves: if you manage to awaken 10 people, those ten people in turn will 

awaken ten others, and the chain will continue until sooner or later then a 

majority will be formed (provided that mathematics is not an opinion!).  

All this takes time and patience, with love everything will change for the 

better. 

Are there too many of us on the planet?  
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There are many more ants than us, and they don't slaughter each other, 

they never think there are too many of them. Those who condition you to 

think like this actually want to inculcate LIMITS in you: it wants to 

condition you to remain a slave, it wants to convince you that resources 

run out, that we need to grit our teeth, that we have to suffer, that it is 

right to live in poverty and scarcity, etc…. It's not true! There are not too 

many of us on the planet, we have just been made stupid, we have been 

enslaved by a few PIGS, by people who possess immense wealth, who 

deprive many people of the right to live in freedom and abundance, the 

right to live without useless fears and without constraints, without 

competitions and wars. 

There are not too many of us! What is "too much" is only the fact that we 

are "too" asleep, "too" hypnotized, "too" not awake! 

 

There are those who argue that if the mother has had an abortion, a 

program to destroy children is formed in her subconscious. This program is 

passed on to all of her children and later these children will unconsciously 

remove, push away and "destroy" the men and women who could have 

become their wives/husbands. 

Well, in this way you get a society made up of couples incapable of being 

together for a long time and of creating healthy families, of overcoming 

difficulties.  

Is it clearer now why the world is going the way we see it? 

 The plan of the new world order, carried out successfully since the 1950s 

in every part of the world, wants weak individuals, without healthy roots, 

without faith, enslaved, scared, suffering, aggressive people, with no family 

and with no healthy values. More and more women forced to act as men, 

put to work in factories and in places where men are supposed to, and 

more and more men become sissies (gay). The proportion is 1 to 3, that is, 

for every woman who lives in male polarity, who has become masculinized, 

forced to be a man, another 3 males enter roles where they are in female 

polarity (they behave like women and choose to do typical female 

professions). This energetic ratio is well known by world rulers, those who 

use various manipulative strategies to “keep humans in VICTIM mode”.  

The various gurus, starting from the diabolical Osho, preached "sexual 

freedom" and led the sheep to the most unclean practices imaginable. All to 

lower the self-esteem of the human and take him on the broad path of the 

Destruction of the Soul. They legalized the killing of babies and called it the 

“right to have an abortion.” They wage wars and call them “peacekeeping 

missions”. They have legalized alcohol, smoking, drugs, prostitution and 
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the pornographic industry, they have legalized all possible and imaginable 

vices and removed from human habit every VIRTUE that leads to WELL-

BEING, HARMONY, HEALTHY VALUES.  

Most people live their lives feeling internally like a boat without a compass. 

They don't know which direction is, they go where the wind blows and are 

at the mercy of events and time. Any pirate can easily take them without 

even having to fight, just use lies and promises with them and they will 

trust you blindly. 

The human being has been held in slavery by few, with the same strategy: 

DIVIDIT ET IMPERA, WEAKEN THE MASSES WITH 3 SIMPLE BELIEFS, 

they must feel: 

- SCARED AND ANGRY 

- GUILTY 

- SHAMEFUL, ASHAMED 

“If YOU DON'T GET VACCINATED, you must feel GUILTY because YOU 

ARE DANGEROUS to the lives of others” – colossal bullshit that many still 

believe. 

“If YOU DON'T GO TO VOTE, you must feel guilty because YOU ARE NOT 

DELEGATING your power to the Freemasons.” 

And then there is gullibility due to ignorance, the masses are constantly 

MAINTAINED in ignorance and believe in FAIRY TALES that the same 

puppets and gatekeepers INTENTIONALLY tell. 

This world based on rules made by the few Freemasons in their favor must 

collapse. And it will collapse sooner or later, it depends on us, how much 

we are still willing to SUFFER INJUSTICES and maintain this old rot. 

(voting, right now, for me means maintaining all this). 

We all have the responsibility to create NEW RULES and NEW WORKING 

MODELS, starting from the education system, in schools, healthcare, 

economics and all other sectors. If we wait for others to do it, we behave 

like adults who are children waiting for their parents for food. A mature 

adult is responsible, he does not act without evaluating and taking 

responsibility. What benefits does the person who remains in the role of 

victim and retains the gift of stupidity have? 

How many believe in the existence of the "LABORATORY CREATED 

VIRUS"??? 
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“We will know our disinformation program is complete when 

everything the American public believes is false.” - [William Casey, CFR 

member and former CIA director from first personal meeting in 1981] 

PARASITES - UNTIL WE STOP PUTTING AND KEEPING THEM ON 

PEDESTALS AND SEEING THEM AS SUPERHEROES, WE REMAIN THEIR 

SLAVES. 

The only ones who can really annoy the mafia which controls the world are 

the masses, the people, certainly not the characters created ad hoc to keep 

the people ignorant and subjugated.  

Until people learn to say NO and be Responsible, the destiny is to suffer. 

The moment we say NO to MANY, change for the better can begin. We are 

still at the point where the infiltrators lead the many. And if any of us dares 

to show them that they are after GUARD DOGS they will take it out on us. 

You don't get out of slavery by celebrating and worshiping your 

master! 

To celebrate the life of a super mega multi-billionaire, or a nobleman, false 

messiahs, kings and princesses, freemasons, prelates, is to celebrate the 

parasites - the defenders of privilege and inequality, who claim to be 

superior to others for the sake of family, religious, cultural or more... 

Celebrating or esteeming this rabble means celebrating the social parasites 

who live on the backs of others without ever working, dedicated to the most 

idle and ignoble pastimes. 

The gatekeeper characters who praise someone like Trump, or Elon Musk, 

Pope Francis, the Dalai Lama, Princess Diana, Queen Elizabeth or many 

other fake opponents, still favor slavery. 

The clique of nostalgic esoteric clerical reactionaries and proponents of 

disturbing theories such as those of Q - Z etc... irrational and authoritarian 

obscurantist beliefs are identical, if not worse than the same mainstream 

system that PROGRAMS BRAINS TO TERROR, OBEDIENCE, SLAVERY. 

To create a NEW WORLD it is IMPORTANT to remember who we are, to 

remember that we are all CHILDREN OF THE SAME CREATOR. 

It's important to put an end to ATTITUDES WHERE WE HURT EACH 

OTHER!!! IT'S URGENT!!! 

STOP BELIEVING YOURSELF SUPERIOR OR LOWER THAN OTHERS, put 

an end to competitions and wars.  
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We need to START RESPECTING EACH OTHER, stop exploiting each other 

and submitting to each other. Start creating new healthy habits based on 

mutual love, that is, without fears. Let's create a world where LOVE 

REIGNS and where there is no longer room for fear and suffering. 

Speaking of information...Many people shit themselves when it comes to 

discovering the TRUTH. 

Many say that there is nothing left to fear, but believe me, this is not the 

case. Now I will write something and take it as a fantasy – a MODERN 

FAIRY TALE. 

What if I wrote that we must never die from diseases, which make us sick 

from the moment we are born and we are born extremely sick, and we live 

too few very sick years and die too early? 

What does it mean that the brain is NOT functioning at 95%? What does it 

mean that only 5% work?... 

But we think it's normal... Why?... 

Our soul energy is equivalent in power to several atomic bombs. And they 

use it.  

Who? The parasites ... THE OCCUPANCING PARASITES that have deceived 

and enslaved us. 

What if I told you that if we can't free ourselves until we die, we won't have 

a chance after that? And the torment kids go through with adreno/chrome 

is nothing compared to what we will go through endlessly after this. What if 

you knew that our ancestors created the earth and the entire universe and 

occupied us with parasites, and as great creators we ended up being used 

for meat, enzymes and energy worse than sheep?.... 

What if I told you that all ALIENS are HOLOGRAMS, DEMONS, they are 

projected by PARASITES - THE TRUE DOMINATORS OF THIS PLANET, all 

parasites have NO VITAL ENERGY TO EXIST and use ours.  

What if I told you that PARASITES have only one power?  

The lies!  

What if I told you that OUR CONSCIENCE can and must burn them 

instantly if it wants?  

They use deception and present themselves to US here as THEY WANT, 

THEY CAN PROJECT ANY HOLOGRAM, GODS, ASCENDED MASTERS, 

SAINTS, ANGELS, GOOD ALIENS, GALACTIC SAVIORS and they ask to be 

deified, adored, accepted, invoked. What if I told you that ALL ALIENS AND 
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ANGELS ARE DEMONS!?!?! Everyone!!! All are just deception tools of 

parasites. 

Parasites are artificial, waste, residue, powerless – they need us as 

slaves. And plandemence, the NEW WORLD ORDER and this whole 

Artificial Intelligence thing are the work of THEM. 

What if you discovered that YOU AND YOUR FAMILY, YOUR ANCESTORS 

were cheated, deceived and energetically drained, locked up in 

CONCENTRATION CAMPS CALLED NATIONS? 

You will say that it is too sick of a fantasy, a bad fairy tale... I know... You 

are programmed to think like this... Even to a cov-idiot if you say that covid 

is the seasonal flu he will say that you are crazy. 

We are HUMANS - CONSCIENCES, powerful divine beings with creative 

souls (life force=energy) - why are we slaves and sit on our knees guided 

and mocked by some pedophile psychopaths??? 

Of the sick people who kidnap, rape, kill and cut our children, and who do 

and can do anything to us, why do we allow it? 

Because we don't BELIEVE it. They told us that SATAN and demons are 

just fictional stories. 

The Freemason Satanists say that TRUTH is relative, that good and evil do 

not exist. So much confusion. All to trap us, because those of us who 

caught them, WE ARE FREED, WE HAVE GONE FREE, we burn them 

instantly with ALL THEIR HOLOGRAMS: DEVICES, SPACESHIP, CLONES 

etc… 

We as human beings "collective consciousness of the awakened" have 

started to unite on an energetic level, in the subtle massively!!!! Together 

we are VERY POWERFUL: 

2 like 7, 

3 like 49, 

4 like 343... 

THIS IS HOW OUR POWER GROWS. OUR ENERGY IS MEASURED IN 

ENERGONS 

We are energy/information structures, not bodies! And the structure is 

ENERGY. 

THE WHITE RACE HAS 16 ENERGONS. 

So, we have established - we are energy structures - and our structure is 

measured in energon. The white race has 16 energons. 
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All other races have much less. 

This is why when energy structures/races are mixed, it is extremely 

harmful to children!  

 

A race that can contain16 energons, if combined with a race that has 8 or 4 

energons, the child emerges energetically handicapped. 

The power of the soul/energy of a single human being (in the real world 

which is not here) that has 16 energon is greater than an atomic 

bomb….Except instead of us using it, they use it…. 

Our information structure which is spirit, not body - joins the body, 

through the blood. The human spirit SOULS the body. SPIRIT is encoded in 

plasma. (Serum). On the cross water and serum came out of Jesus. Our 

spirit is like STEAM, which tends upwards. The twilights of the blood 

descend, according to the frequencies of electromagnetism. We also have 

information about time and space (our ancestors) in our blood. Humans – 

the true children of God, created in the image and likeness of God have a 

brightly colored aura here. Now whoever wants to will simply think about 

it... 

When you donate blood, you are donating YOUR SPIRIT, your soul. The 

soul is in the blood. So they can also CLONE YOU. 

YOU DRAW YOUR OTHER CONCLUSIONS ABOUT WHAT IT MEANS TO 

DONATE BLOOD. Donated blood is not used for the purposes they say it is. 

You don't see people donating, but how does someone need it - there's no 

blood?  

And everyone posts ads on social media to donate to someone who needs it.  

BLOOD IS USED BY THEM FOR THE SAME PURPOSES FOR WHICH 

Aborted CHILDREN ARE USED. 

If one man's blood enters another man, it is very bad for both of us. We are 

information structures. Think about what it means to mix 2 two 

information structures. The one who donates blood and the one who 
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receives it, BOTH they destroy their energy. He who gives - takes from the 

other and vice versa. 

Who introduced this abomination like abortion, that is, entering the 

mother's womb and killing the child??? 

Who and why introduced it into our world? 

Do you know when they introduced abortion? 

After 1920! 

Until then there had been no such horror! 

Ask yourself, where do aborted babies go? Where do they send them? No 

one knows! 

Euthanasia or abortion is the same thing! 

What does it matter if you kill a baby at 2 months when it is in the womb 

or at 1 year when it is no longer in the womb?.... 

Is there any difference? 

I will continue to repeat it, because everyone has the impression of 

understanding, but they don't realize it well. 

When you leave the body, you leave the body as a garment and the body is 

no longer considered human, right? It is the body, but it is no longer 

ALIVE!  

And you remain after death, you have only taken off your coat (body) and 

you are still you. 

We use the physical body to move here... just like we use the airplane to 

fly, because otherwise we cannot; or a diver to be able to function in 

water... 

If you get in the car and then get out, does anything change? No. Same 

with the body. The white race has 16 energons. 

All other races have much less. 

This is why when energy structures/races are mixed, it is extremely 

harmful to children! A race that has 16 energons, if combined with a race 

that has 8 or 4 energons, the child emerges energetically handicapped. And 

we are energy! This is why they strongly promote mixed marriages... 

The black race... They bring "tanned" immigrants everywhere... They 

let races mix... To destroy our energy structure. 

The thing about energons is this: 
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Know that we can - fill our energons - to put it simply. What to do about it: 

There is only one condition: to live according to the laws of nature/the 

universe/creation. We must live for: 

Our family, earth, human race. 

Let all our actions be directed towards these things. 

This is the purpose of a man's life in a healthy world (not parasitized, not 

infected by false values). The purpose of LIFE is LIFE itself!!! Not the 

destruction and interruption of life as parasites do through trauma. 

The family automatically includes the whole tree, the system for everyone, 

that is: their current family, their children, but also the ROOTS, our 

ancestors.  

What to do exactly? 

Whatever you feel and desire for the good of your tree, the earth and the 

race you belong to. Because we are all united energetically. 

Awakened people automatically unite their energy field and amplify their 

power.  

We are fields - information structures/energy/electromagnetism. And we 

are all part of a single information matrix: the energy structure. Scientist 

Tsiolkovskyi said this: (he is not just anyone, he is a very great scientist, 

the inventor of rockets and a great scientist in astronautics): 

"People who learn to unite will enter the golden age. And the union 

between people has its own law: 

2 people strengthen each other 7 times; 

3 people - means 7 squared, that is, their power increases by 49 times. 

If there are 4 people, they strengthen each other by 7 to the 3rd 

power - 343 times! 

And calculate further, man by man. Therefore, the more people, the 

more valuable each subsequent is, this multiplies/increases the power 

many times. The team/union of humans is a great strength." 

LET'S LEAVE THE SLEEPING MASS ALONE - THIS IS THE POWER WHEN 

THE AWAKENED PEOPLE UNITES IN THE COMMON INTERNAL ‼️ 

I found a sentence years ago that personally made me investigate more and 

more, it was ABOUT OUR POWER THAT ONLY 1 MAN HAS THE ENERGY 

CAPACITY that would be enough to illuminate an entire city. Also, in that 

book they said to study the sages of the past. The American writer Wayne 
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W. Dyer also claims that an awakened being is worth as much 90,000 

sleeping beings. 

It is about OUR POWER over there, in the true WORLD WHERE WE ARE 

ETERNAL (and where we have now been put to sleep by parasites, deceived 

and placed in a sort of trap, cage). When you say your INTENT you don't 

have to force it with emotion - the power is already within us.  

Our INTUITION comes from the HEART not the brain. Warning: 

THOUGHTS are not INTUITION. 

WE DON'T HAVE TO HAVE THOUGHTS - WE DON'T THINK IN WORDS 

BUT IN IMAGES. 

I will explain. 

INTUITION is the first impulse you feel, you know - the first 3 seconds: you 

can't think in words. When you pick up the phone to call mom, don't stop 

to think of words: "Now I'm going to pick up the phone and call mom." For 

many it is strange and they don't understand - WHAT DOES IT MEAN 

THAT WE DON'T THINK IN WORDS?... 

Language is a program imposed to destroy our intuition - WE MUST 

COMMUNICATE TELEPATHICALLY - TRANSMIT IMAGES AND 

EMOTIONS... 

WHEN WE TALK WE TRANSMIT IMAGES, NOT WORDS! 

Images and emotions. Yes, telepathy only works in truth, where there is 

total mutual sincerity. If there are lies, no. It only works with those who 

don't lie. If lies are told, it is stopped. They destroyed our telepathic 

communication, our natural communication, so they could lie to us... 

If we could communicate telepathically, no one could lie to us. 

All beings in this universe, starting from insects etc., communicate 

TELEPATHICALLY. All "aliens" as we call them - all creatures in the 

universe communicate telepathically. 

The fact that we lost our ability to communicate 

telepathically...killed/degraded us...we are considered "semi-developed" by 

all races in the universe. Non-rational creatures, a kind of monkeys. 🙈 

But it's fixable. I communicated telepathically with my daughter when she 

was a baby. I'm sure many other mothers have had the experience too. We 

automatically communicate telepathically with those we are in tune with 

and love, sincerity and openness (not closed-mindedness, judgments, 

criticism)! 
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We'll all go back to communicating with each other like this. Just practice 

AUTHENTICITY. This is also important: 

There are no practices/techniques for "spiritual" development. Our 

development occurs only through OUR BODY and our ACTIONS. 

Anyone who thinks that they develop spiritually if they sit in yoga position 

4 hours a day in meditation, or if they use who knows what reiki, 

ahyauaska, mantras, invocations, angels, channeling, akashic registers is 

just a very deluded, gullible fool. 

In your opinion, who in recent decades launched and exploded all this 

trend of spiritual development, gurus, new age and various ideologies 

everywhere? They are always the parasites, the same ones who created 

religions to enslave human beings. 

I REPEAT: Our power (energy) grows through OUR ACTIONS. 

First of all, become aware that almost everything they offer here on the 

OFFICIAL streets is a lie, become aware of who you are, and what you have 

to do here. Then seek true knowledge/truth/science. Change your 

thoughts, your habits, discipline yourself. Become an AUTHENTIC BEING – 

HONEST WITH YOURSELF AND WITH OTHERS. The authentic being is 

whole. He behaves in an authentic, healthy way! 

Acting from this awareness, our actions SHOW WHO WE ARE!!! 

EVERYTIME. Are you obeying everything? = you are in darkness, 

ignorance, in slave mode! 

You are not obeying = CONGRATULATIONS, KEEP DEVELOPING – 

KEEP TAKING BACK YOUR POWER. 

We have only one thing to do in this life: wake up, live for OUR FAMILY, 

our people; earth and our race - humanity. Who thinks he came here to 

live—as a parasite; just for him/just to consume…he is a parasite…not 

human. He can sit in meditation and prayer all his life. 

If he does nothing for his human race and his land/home...he is a parasite. 

Look in nature: parasites are the only ones who produce nothing, they are 

the ones they only live to consume the energy of their host's body until it 

shuts down. 

THE BIBLE - DOCUMENTS 

Our acts of slavery are done by the church. 

From there Metrica started – which changed its name to Birth Certificate. 

Through this certificate they will digitize them. 
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They give birth to children to make them "slaves" of their God. 

Their God is an impotent tyrant who needs slaves, who serve him, worship 

him and get on all fours. In my life I will not call my daughter "sinner" - not 

even if satanists in robes killed me. 

How mentally ill do you have to be to give birth to children and enslave 

them? 

To tell them that they are a sinner, a slave, a sheep because they were 

born! I mean you're shit just for being born! 

My daughter is not a slave, and she is not a sheep of I don't know which 

"Lord", because that's what someone who is a priest or politician says. And 

she is not "a sinner" because she dared to be born... 

And she's not sinful and dirty because she's a woman and has her 

period.... 

My baby is a girl - SACRED - GIVES LIFE! 

My daughter is a free being, part of Creation. Nations do not exist. 

Even earthworms would laugh at people if they told them that borders and 

nations exist. 

Who said imaginary borders exist? Some degenerate? And everyone 

believes it. 

Where do you see boundaries on earth? 

That someone drew a line and said it was a boundary? 

Does anyone move boundaries at will? 

Until 1945 no one had documents, because there were no countries! 

You see when they started producing documents for people, passports. 

The birth certificate of the slave was introduced by the church - first step 

was the metric sheet in 1920-1930 - then they moved on to the Birth 

Certificate. 

The church belongs to the Vatican. All the churches. 

That's why they are state institutions. 

The Bible is the document of this Matrix. 

The official calendar is according to the Bible. 

All wars are described in the Bible. 

How does Yahweh teach his Jews in the Bible? 
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“Lend money with interest: only to those of your race (Jews) do not give 

interest.” 

The banking system. 

  

The priests and judges wear black robes. Roman law. 

In Roman law it is not permitted to try a LIVING man. 

This is why we are listed in the documents and appear as dead: this is why 

we can be judged by those whom the State has dressed in black clothes. 

Like magicians. 

The Bible explains that death is sleep. 

We are sleeping. 

 

The most dangerous are the "religious" sheep 🐑🐑🐑🐑 (Catholic-Orthodox 

etc.) If you haven't figured it out yet, you will understand it later: they do 

all the work of Satanists. The Church has instilled in them such a fear of I 

don't know which God, that they defend priests who rape their children, 

who promote the vaccine... 

They don't care if this comes back to their children... 

They sacrifice/kill their children for this God of theirs. 

EVERYONE here in the system is IN THE SAME PRISON - EVERYONE - 

EVERYONE - EVERYONE - BOTH THE RICH AND THE POOR, EVEN THE 

MULTI-BILLIONAIRE are in prison here (even if they are not able to see it, 

they have sold their soul)...So too if some are awake and others 
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SHEEP...believe me that to FREE YOURSELF from PRISON you need as 

many SOULS AS POSSIBLE. By SOUL we mean those who behave like a 

HUMAN BEING WITH HEART, not those who have already sold their soul. 

THINK CAREFULLY when you decide to SHUT UP and just mind your own 

business. The difference between A MAN and A BEAST lies in the fact that 

if the MAN manages to escape from prison, HE DOES EVERYTHING TO 

FREE OTHERS TOO, the beast only thinks about covering his own ass. 

All politicians count for nothing, they are puppets who take orders from 

above, is it difficult to understand? Voting is worth nothing, it only gives 

you the illusion of being Free. 

 

The occupants moved into the buildings. The decay started after the great 

war - after the RESET and is continuing... Magnificent buildings destroyed 

and replaced with monstrosities! 
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“The communion ritual derives from black voodoo. 

Why do Christians eat their GOD? 

Are we cannibals? 

The ritual is taken from black voodoo where one eats the flesh and drinks 

the blood of the slain enemy. 

On a mental level, programs are implemented.”  - Nicolai Levashov 

We have been induced/programmed to "believe" in A BALE🤥🤥🤥: that the 

concept of death exists💀 - and we believe that it is something natural, that 

it is not possible otherwise. 

Now that you understand so many things... it's time to think differently. 

Death DOES NOT EXIST. 

It's another lie of theirs. 

Does not exist. 💁 

You can be in this avatar/body or not, it doesn't matter. 

Does not exist. 

Let's all make it happen. 

Let us slowly remove the agenda that there is such a thing as death. 

It's important. 

Because it was not in vain that they induced and promoted this program 

everywhere with such force. 

Cult of the dead, of bones, skulls on kids' t-shirts (fashion ☠️), films, 

cartoons etc. Who do you think makes all the FILMS? 

Let's think about the herd PROGRAMMING industry. How do MAFIAS, 

POWERFUL PEOPLE, KINGS appear in MOVIES? DO YOU really BELIEVE 

that in REALITY they are like in the movies or is it just the opposite? 

They make films to give us beliefs about them ... and this goes for all films, 

cinema, TV, news, etc. 

FREE ENERGY 

From old libraries shows some methods of obtaining electricity from 

nothing: from air/ether. 
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Can anyone say why they banned and hid this? 

We all know the apparent reason – the money one. 

But what is the REAL reason, which is really disgusting and if it is told to 

the masses THEIR ENTIRE LYING CIRCUS ENDS. 

The methods of obtaining electricity from nothing: from air/ether. 

 

That's why they banned and hid it. 

🗝🔥🌹 

Taking energy from the aether forms...surprise...ANTIGRAVITY. 

Did you expect it? 

And man can fly where he wants and how he wants. And they can no 

longer keep him in pens (boundaries), he no longer needs cars, he can no 

longer be CONTROLLED. 

They would all fly free like birds. 

They wouldn't even have police, because cops are people too, and they 

would like to be free to fly wherever they want without paying for anything, 

cars, fuel, visas, etc. etc. 
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THIS IS THE REAL REASON FOR THEIR CHIP PROJECT too. 

Now do you understand why before they could build on top of the 

mountain, high up, and everywhere? 

This is why they hid everything!!️ 

And there are many other things that keep us hidden. 

 

GENESIS 6:4 At that time there were giants on the earth, and there were 

also afterward, when the sons of God came to the daughters of men, and 

they bore them children. They are the powerful men who, since ancient 

times, have been famous. 
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ANT and GIANT (Gig-ANT) 

 

They were all large when viewed from the buildings. 

And then the gigantic skeletons. 

 

They were divided by height. 

Big and even bigger. 

 

Ant and Giants 

 

Why were they giants? 

Because the longer they lived, the more they grew. 

Hundreds, thousands of years. 

 

Do you know where the expression "His Highness (imperial, royal...etc)" 

comes from? The longer they lived, the taller they became. The leaders 

(conductors) were very tall. 

Because the longer you live the more you learn, right? 

And you have more experience. And they learned and created, it was not a 

society of slaves and consumption. 

Because the earth gives us absolutely everything for free. 
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In an interview Piotr Garayev says "how much can you learn in 1000 years? 

A lot!" 

  

The Giant 's Fountain is one of the monumental fountains of Naples; it is 

located in the historic center in via Partenope, a short distance from the 

Castel dell'Ovo. 
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THE MATRIX  

The first step towards controlling the soul was to put the consciousness in 

this designed avatar/character = hologram "body" - they limited the 

freedom of movement of the soul - and put the consciousness in a 

character that can be controlled.  

Freedom has been taken. 

And everyone fights for this "body" just as they fight for all their prisons - 

just as they fight not to let them out of the apparent enclosure with the 

army (country), the government, money. And this nonsense introduced into 

society with "the soul leaves the body"... 

Watch the movie Avatar. 

Which shows itself in every way, but in vain. 

The man is asleep and remotely controls the Avatar. 

Or the movie The Matrix. 

THE MATRIX IS A DOCUMENTARY FILM. 

 

In the movie THE ISLAND they show that they use the television to 

PROGRAM the CLONES.  

ALL black SCREENS are PORTALS WITH WHICH THEY PROGRAM and 

TRANSFER. TV - cell phones - PC screens ALL THE TECHNOLOGY THEY 

GIVE US HAS ANOTHER PURPOSE THAN WHAT WE BELIEVE. 

Pactum De Singularis Caelum 

Covenant of One Heaven 
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The following fragments are freely taken from Elena Porubin's Romanian 

channel on TELEGRAM – translated and adapted by me. 

The Pact cold  

Pactum De Singularis Caelum is a Satanist act that came out of the 

VATICAN! Everything is written there! This Covenant says that we are 

slaves/commodities/products. It is a contract that must be 

terminated, broken, cancelled, annulled individually. It is the most 

important act in our world. 

Signed by others on our behalf. 

Because we let others=THE STATE decide on our behalf. How? With 

our silent agreement. 

Why must all laws be published in the Official Journal? Who invented it 

and why? 

I always repeat that we are occupied by parasites, the Roman Empire - they 

imposed their laws on us - that is, Roman Law. They invented this system. 

Since no one can do anything about it without our consent/will - they are 

required to publish every "LAW" they want - and if we keep quiet - it means 

we have become aware of what they want to do with us and we agree with 

it. It is very important, extremely important to understand this. 

"Sovereign"... 

What does sovereign mean? 

Another legal form made by parassites. OPPT, which is another trust, 

should be avoided. 

TRUST means trust. Give your confidence (like when you vote). Who to 

trust? 

Who created it? 

1776 represents America's declaration of independence (what does my 

freedom have to do with it?) or the year of the establishment of the 

Illuminati (what does my freedom have to do with the Illuminati?). 

OPPT a scam like SEC registered corporations... 

And those who have already done the OPPT documents, the deed of 

"sovereign" have obtained the promised help??? Or are they still WAITING 

for the promised tons of gold and dollars??? 

Those who have done the acts of Sovereign. 
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They were locked up just like us - but they have other documents (i.e. they 

solved nothing)! They walked around the supermarkets muzzled like us – 

but with other documents in their pockets! 

TO LIVE AS A HUMAN BEING ONE NEEDS ACT - DEAD SHEET - PIECE 

OF PAPER??? 

REALLY? Why do we need documents?? What are the documents for? To 

know our name? We have REGISTRATION documents/warranty 

documents/passports like a car! 

CERTIFICATES WHERE WE DECLARE THAT WE belong to someone! To a 

STATE! 

What does state mean? 

It is a fenced (by customs) Lagher camp that belongs to someone! To who? 

WHO CONTROLS THE WORLD??? It is known that states around the world 

are actually corporate companies and belong to a semi-secret Trust run by 

three state entities: the Vatican city-state, the London city-state and the 

Washington DC city-state . The Vatican does not belong to Italy. The City of 

London does not belong to London, nor to Great Britain, nor to the British 

Commonwealth. Washington DC does not belong to the USA. 

But who owns these 3 state entities? Obviously to the dominating parasites 

(non-human race).  

Animals have no documents! Birds don't have papers! 

Deeds, certificates, passports, numbers - registration number! 

I'm saying we don't even know what the documents we have mean! And 

then we complain that the State closes us in "lockdown", "poisons" us and 

threatens to take our children. 

Do you know that Queen Elizabeth had no passport. All the Kings and 

Queens have no documents, no passports, nothing. Interested, it's a known 

fact. It's not hidden! 

Still others renounce "sovereignty" and the living man, it is total nonsense 

to be alive and have to declare oneself alive... 

 

And sovereignty? Which? If countries (states) don't exist. All Trusts are 

over! There are no laws! There are no valid constitutions! 
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Another 2-3 years and they will have put you in another TRUST and you 

will never be able to get out! Just SIGN. They can't do it! They can't even 

vaccinate you without your signature! 

Now if you listen to them, obey them, help them, give them money, it's only 

because you want it!!! Without any legal basis! All Trusts are over! 

There are only DIGITAL FIELDS, and each ID is a registration number that 

shows which camp you belong to. We have been legally placed in these 

digital fields (the ID is a number!) - that's why we have been declared 

legally dead. 

The occult forces strive to keep people in slave camps at all costs – no 

matter what they are called – but it is we humans through OUR 

IGNORANCE THAT WE ALLOW, we allow these camps to still exist. 

I repeat: the countries no longer exist in the documents. They are camps - 

officially they are corporations. 

Maybe you won't believe me, of course. Does it seem to you that a man who 

identifies himself—as a piece of paper, not being a physical man of flesh 

and blood, is a sane man? 

We without documents/passport - we don't exist?! 

A man exists physically, but it's as if he didn't exist, if he didn't have an 

identity document... right? He is invisible without a ballot / an identity 

card!? Is he no longer human? Does he become invisible? Dead? Does he 

leave an empty place somewhere? 

When asked to identify himself, the man takes out a piece of paper... As if 

the man were a car, or a washing machine! 

Ugh... that's terrible! 

Without paper you don't know your name? The man thinks he is a piece of 

paper...a name and a number...That's how they reversed and programmed 

everyone...And it seems normal to everyone... 
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BEFORE THE RESET (when parasites trapped us) HUMANITY HAD 

REACHED A HIGH LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT... 

The mud flood was a major cataclysm that occurred in the 1800s; a 

disaster that destroyed an advanced world civilization and allowed nations 

as we know them today to multiply. Those cities that were partially buried 

had constituted the advanced world civilization called Tartary which had 

FREE [wireless] ENERGY and was also populated by GIANTS. This 

cataclysm buried the ground level [houses and buildings everywhere]. We 

were one, without borders, with the same language. The artificial cataclysm 

defeated us so that the enemy occupied everything, invented countries, 

rewrote history, created conflicts to divide and wars to destroy the old 

technology, killing the survivors. In the fictional story, the actors were 

assigned the role of villains. Those to whom all the crimes would be 

attributed. The son of a traitor would be designated Hitler. 

The one who would have pitted the non-existent Germany against Eurasia 

in flames and the north of imperial Russia, using the Aryan symbol of 

energy surrounded by the red blood of the communists as a flag. Russia 

and Germany were one. Russia was the center of imperial power, 

headquartered in the Vatican. Germany, the iron lung, the industrial heart 

of the world. The Germans were Russians. The Russians were Germans. 

They did not fight among themselves but against the mercenary army of 

the PARASITES. And our army was defeated. But you know that part. 

CONCLUSION 

They publish everything they are about to do! In acts/films etc. And the 

fact that we don't know how to read the documents, the fact that we don't 

know what their films mean... is already our problem. 

The fact that we have no discernment and do not understand. Or that they 

deceived us into not understanding. That's just our problem. They declare 

what they are going to do. They notify in writing. 

And if we don't reply that we don't agree, it means we've accepted! So far - 

by giving our voice/will to others - others have signed and accepted for us 

everything that the parasite- dominators (powerful fleas) wanted. 

That is why we must clearly state that we take back our will/voice and as 

terminate/cancel/break/destroy/cancel any Covenant/trust/contract that 

we have accepted and signed without our knowing will. 

And the fact that we require an identity card/passport indicates that we 

sign a contract - this contract is part of the PACT -  

Pactum De Singularis Caelum - Covenant of One Heaven. For now we use 

the level of intention as a solution. That is, realizing, understanding and 
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setting the intention: from now on, from this moment I take back my 

will/voice! I no longer let anyone decide for me! And I cancel everything 

that has been signed in my name, and everything that I have signed 

unconsciously, without being aware of what is happening. 

 

IMPORTANT 

Nothing can be done without our will – and this must be explained why, 

and there is a lot to explain. This is why I wrote the 3 pdfs and created this 

MODERN FAIRYTALE group. Do you understand that I cannot give certain 

information PUBLIC? Do you understand that your life is at risk??? Here in 

the live broadcasts I explain and talk - there are 5 meetings left that you 

should take advantage of - how our universe is built! 

Here nothing is a coincidence, it is pure physics - these are not empty 

words. 

It's just that they hide it from us, we need to learn how we work and take 

back our POWER. 

True physics is hidden, it's not taught in school. 

The energy of matter submits to the energy of the soul. 

And without the WILL of the SOUL, the energy of matter does not move. 

That is, nothing can happen in our reality WITHOUT our WILL. 

These are the BASIC RULES/laws of physics of our universe. 

This is physics: it cannot be undone. 

Just like an apple falls when you throw it. Like water is wet, so to speak. 
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Why then does everything that happens in the world happen? Because WE 

do not announce, we have no intentions and we do not set LIMITS, we do 

not announce our rules and our PLANS. 

We automatically gave our consent when we signed the birth certificate and 

more, WE DELEGATED OUR POWER TO THEM through the TRUST (Listen 

to ONE SKY COVENANT audio). 

We can and MUST close, tear, terminate the TRUST - THE AGREEMENT, 

THE PACT THAT WE SIGNED WITH THEM. 

Especially since it was obtained by deception. 

First thing: 

It is very important to establish boundaries, limits and rules, to announce 

and make your rules known. 

“I declare my will, I establish limits. I don't like what's happening in 

my world, I don't want it to happen. 

I declare my will that no influence of ritualistic, of magic can 

influence me and that all influences that are on me are nullified. 

And I no longer agree with any influence, I no longer agree with their 

work, I don't want anyone to suck my energy and potential. 

I construct my boundaries and establish the conditions under which I 

am embodied here. 

These are my limits and my conditions, these are my rules. 

I cancel all disease programs. 

I cancel all programs induced through films and other ways. 

I cancel all programs induced by those who occupied us.” 

And this will have to be published by us. For now, it's fine to do it over the 

air (ether). It's also fine to write it with pencil on paper by hand. Even here 

on the internet! All around us is the ether - information field. And any 

intention goes into this information field. Send it to people who understand 

this writing. 
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CIA DOCUMENTS CONFIRM THAT OUR REALITY IS 

- THE HOLOGRAM. 
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This means that if we discover the "rules of the game", so to speak, we can 

decipher and break this Matrix 

 

The dominating occupants - the parasites ARE NOT FALLEN ANGELS – in 

the first MODERN FAIRYTALE pdf on page 47-48  

I explained that THEY ARE WASTE – some of them look like mice. 

That's why Orwell, in his novel describing the astral, called it 1984: this is 

the year of the mouse. 

You can also see them in the film Dark City - they are shown 

representatively. 

Many are empty spaces/CONTAINERS. 

BOT 

In the astral they are called episodes with one, two, three participles. These 

are the vessels to fill the script, they are driven by PARASITES, like a 

character on a monitor. 

The sleeping people here if they don't wake up, are no different from these 

BOTs. 

Their characters are driven, TOTALLY controlled by the MATRIX program. 

PARASITES can connect to any "living" character nearby if they are astrally 

allowed to do so (they usually do, because they are half-asleep and the 

brain is a quantum computer). Those who see see it immediately through 

their eyes which become glassy and their rat essence appears through the 

mask (black eyes). 

🐭 
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For example, an astral player can play here with many people, creating 

certain necessary events. 

These are their 3D chessmen. 

Sleepers are pawns. 

Experiencing the suffering of all these games here, the soul from there in 

the astral radiates light, which these beings absorb - and with each 

fraction of this light absorbed, they acquire more and more the image of a 

man. 

Because I repeat they look like MICE. 

They use us to absorb the light from us to become like us. 

 

Now you understand why Orwell called the novel "1984" 

once again you say he put a meaningless name. 

It all makes sense. 

1984 was the year of the rat. 

This is what he meant. 

The dominating occupants - the parasites bow to a god – the same god of 

all religious (just named in different form)  

A depiction of YHWE - the god of the 72 names of the MATRIX creator of 

LIMITS - RELIGIONS - SLAVERY to which all psychophilic criminal 

Satanist pedophiles bow. 
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Why is it forbidden to pronounce the name of God? 

What does this hide? 

Isn't his name God? 

What do you mean forbidden if it's God? 

Who do you pray to? 

YHWH was changed with the emergence of languages   and modernization 

over time in Jupiter/Saturn. 

Because vowels were not written in ancient Hebrew. 

Yhwh - Yave/Jave - Yove/Jupiter - Jupiter/Jupiter. 

In Russian, for example, we say: Jupiter 

with "iu" - and Cyrillic comes from Greek/Sanskrit. 

Even the Bible says about the Greek alphabet: I am the Alpha and the 

Omega . In Romanian it is with J. 

 

Jupiter=Saturn 

 

That's why Jews wear those hats - that's all that little chipah means - 

that's why the elites worship Saturn.  

Slave = SERVANT = Robot 

Servo - TO SERVE - MEANS to be a ROBOT - "CREATED TO SERVE" 

SOMEONE. 

Think for yourself: IS THE CREATOR SO POWERFUL THAT HE NEEDS 

SLAVES TO SERVE HIM?... 

HAVE YOU EVER THINKED ABOUT IT? 

A CLARIFICATION NEEDS TO BE MADE THAT I HAVE NOTHING TO DO 

WITH JEWS 
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THERE ARE JEWS AND THERE ARE ADAMITES - THE DESCENDANTS OF 

ADAM. THE ADAMITES ARE servants - SLAVES OF SOMEONE, ROBOTS 

(BIOROBOTS AS WE SAY) WHO HAVE CONQUERED THE WORLD AND 

TOLD US (PROGRAMMED) THAT WE ARE SLAVES AND WE MUST SERVE 

SOMEONE. 

THEY OCCUPIED THE WORLD THROUGH THE CRUSADES - HISTORY IS 

FALSE, BUT IT IS BASED ON SOMETHING THAT EXISTED AND WAS 

TRANSFORMED 

Everything I write is on paper. 

And it's not from me. There is a RESISTANCE. 

This information must be given to the people. ❤️🌹  

WE WERE ONE NATION OF FREE HUMAN BEINGS, look at the old 

architecture everywhere it's the same. 

There were no STATES - BORDERS - FLAGS, we were occupied by another 

race, not long ago. 

And now they will all leave. 

Patience and courage. 

Whoever is able to understand will understand. 

 

STOP PRAYING INVOKE ANGELS 

The church and the new ages serve them up AS ANGELS - they are astral 

parasites, THEY ARE LOW LEVEL CREATURES - it's time to disengage 

from the churches and break the PACTS with the religious egregore. These 

demons cause confusion, discomfort and various problems. STOP CALLING 

FOR THEM, IF YOU BEG THEM - they come and suck your energy. 
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Cherubs /ˈtʃɛrəb/; [1] plural cherubs; 

 

Hebrew: Keruch, pl. kerunim 

 

Ezekiel 1:4-14 

1:6 

"...but each of them has four faces and four wings." 

1:10 

... the shape of a man, (...) the shape of a lion, (...) the shape of a buffalo; 

(...) the face of an eagle. 

👁👁👁👁👁👁👁👁👁👁 

Have you ever wondered why is that the EYE all over in their logos, 

symbols and why it is the most important for them?... 
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Every time you make the sign of the cross you actually draw the symbol of 

the inverted cross, which, among other things, is considered a satanic 

symbol. 

The inverted cross is associated with Satanism as it is considered the 

cornerstone of anti-religious attitudes and is, in fact, now considered the 

opposite representation of the Christian faith. This cross is in fact the 

reversal of the common Latin cross symbol of the Christian faith. it has 

therefore also become very popular among anti-religious groups and among 

many musicians and lovers of black metal and death metal music. 

 

Matrix = Simulation = World Model = AI Programming 

   

"The snake" 

"The serpent" means HYPNOSIS, it is the SYMBOLIC representation of 

this world, of this matrix. The clock, the calendar - everything here is 

programmed. 

Just think. 

We live in a program where we have numbers and figures - artificially. 

Where a man is a number. A day is a number. A month is a number. A 

year is a number. Time is a number. 

Everything is just numbers and digits from 0 to 9. 

Everything is divided into 12. The hour, the day, the year. 12 hours. 

12 months. 

12 zodiac signs. Is it normal? 

7 days a week, 7 colors 

7 musical notes. 

4 weeks a month. Why? 

You say we are in a world where mathematics lives. Who divided them like 

this? 
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Simple: It's AI Programming. 

Thus we see the algorithms that hide under the "names" of days, colors, 

notes, times, months, events. 

 

SATURN IS ATLANTIS (atlantide) 

In this REVERSED WORLD THE SHEEP ARE HYPNOTIZED to believe in 

extraterrestrials/aliens but anyone who says that WE LIVE IN A CRATER, 

that a planet composed of 70% water requires a container, is considered 

insane. 

 

This Crater which is seen in the sky as the planet SATURN is actually, 

according to many, the ATLANTIS crater, the place from which our rulers 

arrive - the parasites who are now called ELITE, the cult of Satanists. 

According to many researchers, they destroyed their own crater and 

years ago moved here to ours. Before their arrival, we humans lived in 

PEACE, in union with animals and nature, there were no wars and 

destruction. Our crater was a PARADISE. 

Since these rulers (Atlanteans=Egyptians, Pharaohs, Jews=Nazis), a non-

human race, entered our crater here, peace here has ended and self-

destruction and the predatory movement of resources that are being 

drained for their purposes. Humans have been enslaved and 

HYPNOTIZED – put into an AI program. Every head of state and 

government must deal with them. 

Look what Junker says in this video. He basically tells the truth. There are 

leaders of other Earths that they call Planets (and the term is correct - 

planets. plain)... and to cover the truth they then labeled him as a 

drunkard, they ridiculed him, as they do with everyone who starts to blurt 

out something. ..There they discredit, say they are crazy, as they did with 

many others 
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⤵️ 

https://youtu.be/frKUUGj2DeE 

Our world is much bigger than science tells us. This year's news of the 

7000 new islands discovered in Japan: but what is it? 7000 not 7. Why did 

they only notice now? 

Earth means Territory. They locked us up in borders/camps and hide 

everything from us. And they use us as slaves. They take our resources, 

our organs, use us as food. Every year only in Russia, 1 million disappear! 

And whoever talked about it - they're either missing or have a criminal 

record. Do you know that people are banned from going to Antarctica? 

Why???? 

 

SATAN = SATURN 

The Cult of Saturn is the oldest of the cults, so rooted in human traditions 

that according to many sources it has never actually disappeared, and its 

rituals continue to be perpetrated even today, in a more or less explicit 

form. 

In the classical Roman era Saturn was the titan of Time = Cronos, from 

whose name the noun Crown derives, referring to the royal, papal, etc. 

headdress of the Earth and Matter. It was also called the 'divine sentence of 

the first hour', corresponding to the Sabbath day and also depicted in a 

similar way to the traditional popular icon of death.  

“Many authors say that the name Satan derives from the name Saturn. 

Saturn is also associated with the color black, just like Satan, and is the 

furthest of the planets from the sun, the latter associated with the principle 

of Good. (Note that Pluto was never considered a planet.) Consequently, 

Saturn is the celestial body least exposed to the divine light of the Sun and 

therefore associated with the coldness of the principle of Evil. 
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Finally, the great god PAN, a horned deity, represented Saturn in ancient 

paganism. The half-man, half-goat creature is considered the ancestor of 

our depictions of Satan.” (PANdemia)  

“The ancient name of Saturn was, as mentioned, EL. It's the reason EL's 

chosen ones are called ELite."  

They pray to such divination – goat, ox, row, rabbit, dog...in short, 

creatures that are half animal and half man, see also the Egyptian, 

Sumerian, Hindu deities, etc. 

Hierophants 

In Raidley Scott's film SEVEN WORLDS they show us fragments of the true 

story ❗️ 

22 HIEROPHANTS OF ATLANTIS 

We are shown how the hierophants and survivors of Atlantis enter the 

lands of Egypt to start ALL over again. Be aware of the height of the 

Hierophants. Why are the giant skeletons found all over the world kept 

secret and not talked about? 

 

 

WHO CONTROLS THE WORLD??? 

It is well known that states around the world are actually corporate 

companies and belong to a semi-secret Trust managed by three state 

entities: 

1. the city-state of the Vatican, 

2. the city-state of London, 

3. the city-state of Washington DC. 
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The Vatican does not belong to Italy. The City of London does not belong to 

London, nor to Great Britain, nor to the British Commonwealth. 

Washington DC does not belong to the USA. But who owns these 3 state 

entities? 

And they have created a pyramid structure through which they lead. The 

real leaders are beyond the ice wall on their territories, there is a lot to say 

here. Here no one forces you or imposes anything on you. It is useless to 

blame the elite, the puppets, the marionettes (politicians, presidents) – they 

are just puppets. 

Don't look for your culprits there. The human mind will always look for 

someone to blame. 

But this "quest" of yours is part of their plan, because 

anger/resentment/hate/frustration and fear will NEVER let you out, you 

will simply drown in it in the AI program (staying attached with your soul 

here in this reality). 

Where do these HIEROPHANTS live - THE POWERFUL FLEAS - THE 

BEASTS - THE DOMINATORS - THE PARASITES who have occupied and 

enslaved this humanity? 

Did you know that there are areas as large as entire continents that people 

are prohibited from entering??? 

Sorry: they say to protect nature! But you are not allowed to film even with 

the drone above them! It is forbidden to film with drones or anything else 

the Grand Canyon and many other places considered national parks and 

closed to humans - how about protecting nature? Even above the oceans 

filming is prohibited. THE WHOLE OF AUSTRALIA HAS A 2 METERS HIGH 

GUARDED ELECTRIC FENCE FROM THE ARMY. A fence of almost 6,000 

km that separates the continent in two! Most of the continent is off limits to 

humans! Forbidden for all! Have you ever wondered how and why someone 

can afford to erect fences and deny people access to land?. In Australia, 

huge insects come from behind the fence. See what huge/enormous insects 

and animals people sometimes see there; there are many photos and videos 

online. And the natives say that folk legends say that beyond the fence 

there is a world of giants. 

If only everyone knew - that there were NEVER kings walking around 

dressed in gold with huge palaces and escorts - because the 

people/slaves work for them…. 

That we were a large, free and super-evolved society! That there were 

no kings and the rest - mortal slaves. 

That we are all the same! 
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Who were great nations and leaders, not kings! 

That no one paid taxes, TAXES for the Earth's resources because the Earth 

doesn't ask for money! That everyone lived in abundance and harmony - 

united as brothers. 

Look, there is the same old architecture all over the world! 

All over the world - the whole Earth - there used to be the same 

architecture! What does it mean? 

Earth was a big home for everyone! 

A large, super-united human race living in harmony everywhere. One 

country, the human race. 

People did not fight among themselves, but created and made life and the 

Earth beautiful! And they thrived! 

Look at what great architecture it once was! What technology! 

What a beauty the whole earth was! 
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How do you know where the kings who own everything come from? Where 

does this idea come from that the king is one of God and that his children-

even if they are weak or mentally ill take command and everyone must still 

obey him-to work...so that they bathe in gold.  

Where, when and how did it happen? 

It's normal? Ever since a race of NON-HUMANS (HERMAPHRODITES - 

SIMILAR TO MICE - NEITHER MEN, NOR WOMEN) OCCUPIED us - they 

PARASITIZED us BY DECEPTION (see how parasites act in the animal 

world) THE WARS STARTED. They destroy life, they enjoy it when the 

humans suffer, they feed on the pain of humans. ALL WARS WERE 

CREATED BY PARASITES 

ALL WARS HAVE BEEN AND ALSO ARE TODAY AGAINST THE HUMAN 

RACE. 

Let go of what history tells you. It's bullshit. Programming for sheep. Don't 

you see how people worship kings and how everyone mourned the queen? 

The sheep were crying for the Queen of England! 

It doesn't matter who it is - as long as it is king they adore it! 

Why do people submit to any degenerate who comes into office? Because it 

transfers the king's program to the government. 
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The government is king - God's anointed - what it wants it does with the 

people. 

THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN PLACED INTO PEOPLE AT AN UNCONSCIOUS 

LEVEL - WITH HYPNOSIS. 

Hypnosis is a FORM of programming the sheep's unconscious. Yes, again 

with mass hypnosis, they gave them the ORDER directly in the 

unconscious (which is 90%) to vaccinate themselves and the sheep - they 

carry out everything because they are already CONVINCED, hypnotized, 

you explain it to them in vain - they hear you with the their 10% - the part 

of the conscious.... 

TV is given to the masses primarily not to entertain and distract, but to 

hypnotize, program the sheep. Among those I know, only those who had 

the courage to throw away the TV and their films, their programs, DID NOT 

GET VACCINATED and CLEARLY SAW THE WHOLE LIE FROM THE 

BEGINNING = COLLECTIVE HYPNOSIS. 

 

There were many stargates all over the earth.  

The ancient civilizations didn't have to use cars and they didn't have to 

destroy nature to clear the way for the roads. They usually used 

electromagnetic levitation vehicles and Stargates to travel between the 

cities. Every major city had one. 

This is why archeology and history have no idea how all these ancient cities 

were built on top of the mountains, as no roads have been found, with 

huge magalitic constructions impossible to carry up the mountains even by 

today's standards, using the cranes and helicopters, because of the weight 

and how steep the mountains are. 

Stargates have been found all over the world and most have been destroyed 

because parasites don't know how to actually activate them. Many of these 

were also found in the Middle East. In the regions of Iraq, Afghanistan, 

Syria, Libya and Egypt. 
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Why do they want to microchip us and put us all in artificial 

intelligence - AI - Metaverse - multiverse? 

Because more and more people are WAKING UP from this hypnosis 

program, from the sleep of consciousness and they are realizing that they 

are slaves, and in order to keep them slaves they need to create a new AI 

program. The Next Level= the Metaverse. A new simuletion, matrix = new 

reality = LAGHER = AI PROGRAM. 

“The IDEA of the metaverse assumes a parallel virtual plane of our 

existence. The new dimension will even come to control much of the 

physical world. Work, leisure, wealth, happiness and relationships will be 

experienced in new virtual realities through digital technologies. Therefore, 

the companies that control these worlds and their virtual atoms will be 

more dominant than those that govern today's digital economy,” writes 

Matthew Ball, CEO and founder, author of The Metaverse: And How It Will 

Revolutionize Everything. 

 

                 

In this world which is an artificial simulation, truth is symbolized by the 

blindfold, the sword is lowered and the scales do not measure equal. This 

is how people have been programmed to see and think here. And because 

she is a woman it is particularly important. 

The feminine/masculine topic is very important and a lot to talk about; and 

it is quite different from the conception in this sense that we have - it is 

precisely for this reason that everything that happens on this topic (with 

the gender discussion) happens. We see the same symbols everywhere. 

Because that's how we perceive the program. Only numbers everywhere, 

only symbols. 
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But our mind frames them as something else - something they wanted - 

something occult, something secret, etc… If you put that aside, you start 

seeing code/algorithms everywhere. 

You see the structure which is not natural at all. I mean, you see the lie – 

that this is not a real world, but some kind of AI game. 

WE are HUMAN BEINGS = ETERNAL CONSCIOUSNESS - a soul that in 

this reality plays with a hologram called the physical body. 

And here is a simulation (dream, veil of holograms). This is why we are 

stuck in numbers/have a personal number - ID; there are only codes 

and symbols everywhere: the algorithms of the program. 

Watch their films, for example the film "The Matrix" or "The 13th Floor". 

Imagine many rooms with people standing and sleeping connected to some 

devices. They stand. In other rooms others on some screens monitor their 

frequency. They must all have the same frequency. When signs of 

awakening show, its frequency changes. You know how on the 

machines/screens in the hospital, it makes a noise … pìpìpìpì …. And 

measures are taken quickly. Those who do not want to calm down and 

prepare are taken to room 101 and are left speechless. Everything is very 

simple. This design is just an idea. 

When man wakes up, there he wakes up into true reality. And everything 

that was life here will seem for a few minutes to have been a dream, 

something vague there. Come on, you know how dreams are, is there any 

difference between the day and the dream? At all! But why? 

 

How often are you grateful that it was just a dream when you wake up? 

Because there is no difference between dreaming when you sleep and 

having a dream that you think is real. This means the Eye and Big Brother. 

Did you know that Donald Trump's victory in the 2016 US presidential 

election was predicted 15 years earlier in an occult film called Donnie 

Darko (2001)? How do they "predict" everything down to the smallest 

details? Isn't it clear that this is an AI game? 

A program written on time from head to toe? 
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If it isn’t written head to tail, it is nothing more than a program. That's 

why "predictions" are made 100 years in advance! Because everything 

is an artificial intelligence program written a long time ago! This is 

why they say "it is written in the stars" or "destiny is written"... 

But who can stop them? 

Us. When a Man doesn't "play" anymore. US. 

How then do we get screwed with secret societies - in particular 

Freemasonry - the rise of Nazism and Hitler's rise to power? Enlightened? 

What is the secret meaning of the famous code "911" and the number "88"? 

There is no secret meaning, no secret society and nothing occult. 

It's all AI programming. 

But so that the human mind is not captured - it is clothed in various occult 

and dark "secrets" - this is how fear is induced - and nothing more is 

achieved. 

Another film to see - it's called - "1899". See it if you think it can help you. I 

don't watch them, I don't need them anymore, be careful not to get 

depressed, please. I know that many who are aware, when they understand 

more, become mental and depressed. We are aware, yes? 

It's just a virtual simulation. A game. 

We fear some projections that do not exist: a dream. 

In some countries they checked in the current pension registers and in all 

state registers - they found that all – all are registered with the date of 

death – 1899. To all and the dead and the living, regardless of the date of 

birth. In the US, Ukraine and Russia official letters have been made, asking 

the authorities why it is in the records this time: the official response 

everywhere is that it is a system error and they cannot fix it. Question: How 

to wake up to reality? 

Gradually, there are programs (like hypnosis, so to speak) on multiple 

levels. They fall by themselves. 

You just need to no longer be emotionally involved in this "show". 

Always remember that something is fake. And the programs fall by 

themselves, gradually. When you wake up, you wake up where you are, not 

here. Here we sleep/"dream". In the film Interstellar it is shown that the 

past, present and future do not exist - the past changes from the future. 

We here are programmed into the algorithms of the illusion of time. 

Imagine seeing reality through multiple mirrors? What do you see at the 

end of what really is? The movie “Dark City” and the I-Land series is fixed 
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on the same topic as the Matrix, Dark City, Interstellar, 1984, many movies 

etc… It is important to be careful not to lure yourself back here into the 

matrix with various attachments etc. 

Everything is very simple - there is nothing complicated - we are in an 

AI simulation. 

But people have been told that there are occult things everywhere, the 

pyramid, the freemasons, what they are doing to us, everyone fears some 

symbols - BULLSHIT. They even fear their own shadow...If they opened 

their eyes they would discover the truth, which is everywhere, and they 

would immediately exit the "game". 

 

Imagine our world as this tower with rooms, there are many and in each 

one there is the projection of a virtual reality game. Fixed like in the cinema 

- but more technological - not 4D, but 800000D (figuratively speaking). The 

man doesn't look at the screen. The man puts on virtual glasses and 

participates, he feels he is the character. The projection projects him into a 

space, he walks on the green grass, he feels the heat, the sun's rays...he 

loves, he lives...Imagine that someone throws a basin of water on him and 

he perceives this thanks to the projection as a tornado. Someone shakes 

him and the projection projects an earthquake for him etc… 

This is a primitive language to make you understand our reality. The 

screening has a virtual "space" - the program is LIMITED. It was no longer 

"WRITTEN". It was no longer "drawn". Again: this in a very primitive way, 

just like the idea of somehow understanding the big picture. We think in 

images. Otherwise we have no way of understanding. If someone tells you 

the name of something you don't know, you don't understand the word (try 

telling an 80-year-old the word internet or webcam.). The point is to see the 

lie. With the false story, etc.. Any lie already seen is the beginning of a 

program launched by conscience. It is already opening and freeing 

consciousness. The programs are arranged in layers, like an onion. They 

often show - the broken/divided consciousness - of Hollywood stars in 

video clips. In Antarctica it is forbidden to people because that is where the 

screening ends = the program is loaded to the limit. 
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It's not infinite. 😊 Let's see this as "space". And in Australia behind the 

fence the same. And in the Gobi desert. We see it as physical space here - 

but the projection has a space - carpet - this does not mean they are made 

physically - they are designed, virtual reality - a "designed/built" carpet in 

virtual space, which has limitations. 

An AI program has a beginning and an end. If someone reaches Antarctica 

and the rest of the "physical spaces" designed by the program - that is, if 

they reach the edge - everything turns white and consciousness turns 360° 

and the person recovers from sleep/hypnosis. That's why it's banned. 

Conclusion: we are prisoners - we have been enslaved. “There was a war 

and we were occupied by a race of non-human parasites. Before the world 

was beautiful, there was no evil, all humans lived in PEACE like a big 

united family!️” He says these phrases out loud and listens to the 

sensations in your body. Feel your heart, tell me what you perceive. 

Emotion, some tears, someone feels goosebumps...etc 

If you heard it is because you remembered, you remembered something... 

The consciousness has only been manipulated, made asleep, hypnotized, it 

does not mean that its memory has been taken away, just hidden under 

layers, veils of info with bull shet programs (like an onion). Everything in 

our memory is blocked by programs that we believe to be true. We can 

all get out of their agendas if we learn to start analyzing. THINKING 

WITH OUR HEAD. They manipulated everything simply because someone 

had your attention, because we all focused only where they want, that is, 

on MASS DISTRACTION with politics, news, oil, Satanists, rituals, horror, 

the climate, carbon, the killer virus etc… There is no wrong way to analyze. 

It's good to look, observe, turn everything from one side to the other. If you 

have started to see the lie and analyze, it is because you had the strength 

to abandon your plans. If you're smart and you don't get caught up in the 

script anymore, they have no way to fool you anymore.  

CONSCIENCE IS FREEING. The simulation does not "close", but we move 

on to the third which according to some is already ready to be launched. 

This is why many "anomalies" such as earthquakes, double rainbows, two 

suns and two moons etc... overlap the 2 old simulations we are in with the 

new one which is being launched. The simulation has 7 programs per 

layer. 

The two go in parallel. The third is within them. But... ⛔️they say you can't 

get out of the third. Anyone who thinks there is no rush, I don't want to 

scare you, but THIS PERIOD would be a bit decisive. However, it all 

depends on us. This is why everything is now upside down, a chaos pushed 

to the extremes. Biden falls down the stairs, talks to invisible people etc… 
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They tell us that we must eat worms and cockroaches, insist on the 

absurdity of sex change... and everything else - so that as many as possible 

can wake up. (!) Realize that it's not right, that such a thing cannot exist - 

that it's a nightmare, that it can't be real - start to think, wake up. When 

we wake up, we will wake up in the REAL world where we truly are with 

CONSCIOUSNESS, just as we wake up in our bed from a dream. It will no 

longer be "here" - this is a virtual simulation. Those who are selfish and 

want to go out on their own, leave others with their conscience caught in 

this trap - it is not possible. In the REAL world we are somehow connected, 

one. There is the union of hearts, of consciences. 

But this, however, does not mean that everyone will get out of here... 

without effort no one can save you. Those who wait for saviors like 

GESARA-NESARA-GALACTIC FEDERATIONS are deluding themselves. 

There's no way you do nothing and THEY COME TO SAVE YOU. If you 

don't work hard, you don't go out. I know it sounds a little contradictory, 

but a tree doesn't die when its branches are cut. So, you wait in vain for 

someone to save you. This is what their programs put on you, precisely so 

that you don't do anything, to stay as they want - may God, Trump or other 

extraterrestrials save you. God doesn't come to you, you have to go to God. 

 

THE PROGRAM – “I can't” 

This Matrix is a copy of the original organic matrix, we were occupied 200 

years ago. 99% of what we know is lies brought here by parasites to keep 

us sleeping slaves. Please watch the movies “LUCY”, “Person Unknown” 

and the series “Westworld” and you will see. In the films they show us the 

truth, obviously they put it in a twisted and distorted way so that we don't 

understand. 

  

People don't understand that everything is completely different. Nothing is 

as we "know" because here we are "taught" only the useful program to keep 

us in I CAN'T. The Role of all the religions is to program the mass mentality 

into slave mode. 
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Every information inserted by the parasites is an algorithmic program (not 

words) that works powerfully and leads man to perdition-hypnosis. 

This is why he is so well rooted in society, and this is precisely why 

everyone repeats it everywhere. This is how programming works. 

If the man is a little bit woken up - right away someone comes and messes 

with his schedule, you know? 

This belief that IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN LIKE THIS FOR THOUSANDS OF 

YEARS, that there have always existed PHARAOHS, kings, nobles and 

POWERFUL people who have done "many RESETs" is A MEGA LIE. ❗️ 

And it's an extremely important topic! Let's analyze it. 

What is its purpose? 

To induce / program us that people have always been defenseless sheep, 

and something POWERFUL has always subjugated them, that such a reset 

has always been done to them, and then unconsciously it happens that 

you are convinced that from here there is no escape, that no there are ways 

out, that there is nothing to do and you accept! 

Everything is subtly written in the unconscious. 

Even if you shout that it isn't, you have been unconsciously framed. 

All official HISTORY and SCIENCE - was written specifically to induce this 

agenda - that people have always been primitive and backward - and some 

tyrannical and retarded "kings" did what they wanted from the people - and 

the people always obeyed - because this is normal! 

And you won't start "grimacing" now and disobeying - you have nowhere to 

go, it's always been like this, you have to swallow. 

This is the most important and terrible unconscious program - that 

everyone has! As children! 

If we don't remove this program it's difficult to remove the rest! 

If we didn't have this program so strongly induced in our subconscious - 

we would remember our power.... 

This is why it is important to work to destroy-deprogram it. 

All the information that is provided by parasites - they are not just words - 

are algorithms that program your consciousness in the subconscious (that 

is, you are not even aware of what program was put on you, you do not 

realize) 
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The movie Lucy shows how it works here 

At a deep level we see that a man is not a body, neither legs nor hands. 

Man is consciousness, which can be whatever form the dimensionality 

into which he has entered allows it. When it is a passage beyond the limits 

set by the mind, then the mind itself already controls reality. The same 

meaning is in the movie "Lucy". The nature of this reality is numbers. 

Either parasites control the game or man takes control. 

There is no such thing as "artificial intelligence". 

AI doesn't "think" for itself - it simply does some calculations and processes 

based on the algorithms you enter/create/set. 

Absolutely everything the AI does is based on the information/algorithms 

you provide. It cannot do anything outside of these. 

This is not "intelligence". 

Since everything we create with our consciousness in this simulation is a 

projection of the real world where we are ETERNAL - cell phones and the 

web - it is the projection of real world telepathy. 

Remote communication. 

 

This is a parasitic fungus that enters the ant. It gradually kills the 

host/ant and takes control of its entire body. 

It got into the brain and got so big. This is what they do to us. 

We get all kinds of parasites through vaccines and food. (Among other on 

the astral planes end so on). 

And they tell us that it is normal to have fungi and parasites in the body! 

Many are no longer people, but bodies possessed by parasites. 

 IMPORTANT: 

🗝🗝🗝 

What we call "astral" is made up of several levels (these are not really levels 

in human understanding). 
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The first is the smoke or fog of the illusions of the human mind. To get out 

of this foggy obsession you need the keys. 

 

And here it is important to understand what the keys are. 

Those in the astral call this place - "the world of keys". 

Until the keys are collected, man will continue to be immersed in a 

deep narcotic sleep, the sleep of the soul. And parasites give us SOMA 

in the true world - is a drink that makes you fall asleep and stay on 

the program here. 

When a human leaves here (as dying), he cannot do anything there because 

the keys can only be collected here. 

What are the keys? 

The Keys are, so to speak, fragments of Truth scattered everywhere. 

An example of keys: numbers, letters, planets, constellations, 

symbols, signs, they all show the same thing. 

But by nature of division, a man does not see the whole picture, but he 

continues to walk on fragmented bits, which will never give him anything. 

Furthermore, even when a man has begun to understand that all symbols 

and signs are somehow interconnected, then misperception or 

interpretation of him can trap him here again, because for each key-the 

meaning of him must be seen on more levels. 

Many here are characters - they are BLANK SPACE. 

Bots. 

Ro-Bots. 

TIME 

🗝“An entire lifetime here, in THE TRUE WORLD where we are is only an 

hour or even less. Beyond the veil, linear time does not exist!️” 

Only here in the matrix-simulation-reality game do we perceive time like 

this! It's also true that: 

🗝 "when we sleep here and dream it seems like we are living a long 

experience and then maybe we wake up and realize that only 5 minutes 

have passed". 

Absolutely so will happen the moment we all wake up there in the 

TRUE WORLD! 
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“The story of the holograms doesn't just happen since we've been talking 

about apparitions since Lourdes and perhaps even before.” Of course – 

here EVERYTHING – EVERYTHING – EVERYTHING is HOLOGRAMS. OUR 

BODIES ARE HOLOGRAMS, THINGS, EVERYTHING!!! Religions, miracles 

were invented by parasites. Put in the game here to keep the game. The 

more we get excited, the more they manage to keep us here in the game. 

QUESTION: 

When we wake up in the true world, will we "die" here in the simulation?  

ANSWER: 

When a film ends at the cinema, the screen is left blank, right? 

The simulation will end, you will be left with a blank screen. We 

CONSCIENCES are not here, this reality is a transmission, like in the 

cinema, like 4D, 5D, except that it is 800,000D, let's say. 😊 

You put the headphones over your eyes and see (feel) yourself as if you 

were inside the image.  

HOW DID WE END UP IN THIS GAME? 

By the deception of the parasites (read all the material again). They made 

us SIGN contracts. 

 

Contracts must be cancelled, all of them, if you want to use the document 

file that I attach here, I did it. It is a symbolic act, but what matters is THE 

INTENT - where I cancel old contracts with churches and institutions. In 

reality you will see how much resistance the brain will make, you have to 

find a lot of energy to pronounce them, they must be said in a loud and 

decisive voice, not recited like a poem. But it is still better for everyone to 

cancel what they feel, what they have signed voluntarily or by deception 

(without their own agreement). 

Why contracts must be RESILIZED. 

We are in a simulation here and everything we see does not exist (it is a 

dream). It is a projection of what happens in the real world. 

These are not the contracts in this simulation: they are a copy, a 

simulation, a representation of the true contracts, the ones we signed in 

the true world (where we are ALIVE) and agreed to enter this simulation. 
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And here when we are signing something, anything – it's completely 

different from what we think. They lie to us, our signatures here are not 

about the person here, but about the SOUL - OUR TRUE SELF. All 

documents. 

While signing something or immediately afterwards say mentally: 

⛔️"I cancel all hidden contracts, contained in this document; all hidden 

contracts placed on me through this document and my signature." 

We no longer have to be afraid - that we have to sign something or other - 

we are still working here - you entered the games room, it's already time, 

play. Start to notice how often signature or consent is required (even on the 

internet) for any nonsense! If you noticed, it's already good! 

You notice them: you're already out of the program! Stop sitting like a 

sheep and seeing nothing. At home in the evening you just delete them all. 

You always cancel anyway. 

Do you think being scared or stressed helps? Instead, play their game. 

IT'S GOOD TO CANCEL CONTRACTS often, not just once! You can use 

these lines: 

“I cancel all contracts and agreements signed unknowingly. 

I forbid the use of my power! I take back everything that was stolen 

from me! 

I prohibit the manipulation and control of my character (body here) 

and the manipulation of my consciousness through illusion. 

I prohibit my manipulation through other characters. 

Only I have the right and want to control the character and I create in 

this illusion as I want and only what I want. 

I forbid them to scare me and cause me fear or pain. 

I prohibit the use and handling of soma and any other narcotic 

chemicals on myself. I forbid them to put me to sleep. 

I forbid them from manipulating time in this reality. 

I order the parasites to absolutely stop giving me any substance of any 

kind and leave me alone to wake up, that's what I've decided, I'm 

taking my power back! 

This is my Will! I said!" 
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Here you can cancel, prohibit - but there in the true world your conscience 

is in a "sedated" state - what they tell it, it will do. For this reason your 

conscience should be prohibited from doing business (contracts) with 

them, and your conscience, who is sleeping, understands this too little. 

The continuous and constant cancellations with your voice-intent every day 

at 12 noon and midnight help you during your journey/return to you and 

when you wake up so you don't fall back to sleep. 

  

Our body is a virtual PROJECTION of our CONSCIOUSNESS. They tell us 

that we are in a virtual computer game from all sides, but we don't 

understand, we are too programmed and CONVINCED THAT WE ARE 

BODY-MATTER...Blood contains about 80% plasma. 

We don't "materialize" anything, here it is a simulation/illusion/virtual 

dream/projection. 

The more you believe in matter - that is - that you are this physical body 

and how they programmed you - this name/number - it means that you 

have not woken up, you have not turned your attention to yourself, you do 

not remember who you are (you are the one who is sleeping now) but you 

believe you are this character - "body" - you believe what they told you 

here. 

It's just each person's choice whether to wake up or not. 

 

GREEN MILE film - watch the film, the giant is how we really are in our 

true human nature. 

Waking up isn't pleasant, it's painful! 

You don't know it on a conscious level, but you feel everyone's pain. 
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That's why it's hard on your soul for seemingly no good reason. That's why 

sometimes you want to scream and break the walls of tiredness and 

helplessness... Only when you realize that people are one, will you 

understand it. 

YOU KNOW IT - but you don't realize it with the conscious part. 

It hurts your soul that others, strangers or neighbors, are suffering. 

That's why it hurts you, even if others suffer. 

You just don't realize that we are one. 

I - such a thing does not even exist at the soul level. That's why we don't 

even feel anything about "I". 

Children in the first years of life do not understand what "me" means. Until 

they get it right in their heads. 

We were all children - and in the early years we did not 

perceive/understand what "I" meant. 

Everyone wants to "see" more, have "paranormal abilities" - but are you 

ready to feel the pain of everyone in the world? Are you aware of it and do 

you feel good? 

Do you want something like this? 

Well, know that not everything is as they make it out to be. And some 

people live with this pain their whole lives...We are one. 

“Now it is clear to you that this is just nonsense, the product of an 

immature and absurd fantasy, incapable even of realizing its 

absurdity; that this is just a dream and can't be anything other than a 

dream. 

How did you not see it before?  

Everything I'm telling you is the truth! 

There is no universe, no life, no humanity. It's all just a dream, a 

stupid complicated dream. There is nothing else but you. And you are 

but a thought, a wandering thought, an aimless thought, a homeless 

thought, lost in eternal space..." - Marc Twain 

 


